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The random song and dance sequences and the comic scenes do not quite fit the theme of the film.
But then you have to understand that HULCHUL is really an ode to the commercial cinema. If you
have been a regular viewer of movies, you would know of the banter between the cops and the

criminals. And by playing on such lines, HULCHUL sends up each and every type of Hindi film it can.
The film manages to make the village and the city-based crooks appear more human, more realistic,

as not one of them has been portrayed in the typical cartoonish way common in similar movies.
Because the director has not tried to 'paint' life in a fiction-like manner, he has actually succeeded in

bringing alive the quintessential issue of the urban-rural divide in India. Arshad Warsi and his co-
stars, in their own small way, have given a patriotic spin to the urban-rural divide. And that, in a

nutshell, is what HULCHUL is all about. It's a cool, tight little thriller that does not get too complicated
or 'poofy' with its political messages. The film is a breezy entertainment that some might find boring,
but why should it? Even less, after all, is there much that is wrong with that. HULCHUL is a comedy-

thriller with a social message. A smartly-made, well-written comedy-thriller, in fact. I would
recommend it to those who love the idea of yet another comedy-thriller, only to find that they have
missed a genuinely intelligent and thought-provoking film with social dimension. With a 70-minute

running time, HULCHUL is an hour of film-making at its best. HULCHUL is an entertainer's
entertainer! Though he does adopt some effective comedy here and there, Priyadarshan's film is

refreshingly void of the kind of hijinks that have become the default in flicks of this genre. The film
has all the ingredients for bringing you a smashing, heartwarming family entertainer with a smart

and the most topical storyline.
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It is difficult to mention any faults with HULCHUL, except the unnecessary allusions to questions
posed to our senior citizens. But these are the things that we Indians are so prone to... are we? A

remake of Malayalam hit GODFATHER, Priyadarshan follows two schools of film-making in HULCHUL.
The first is the South formula that brings to your memory the family entertainers that were churned

out with amazing regularity in the 1980s. And the second school is the one invented by the
accomplished director himself, where logic takes a complete backseat and all that matters is

providing non-stop entertainment. A remake of the Malayalam hit GODFATHER, Priyadarshan follows
two schools of film-making in HULCHUL. The first is the South formula that brings to your memory

the family entertainers that were churned out with amazing regularity in the 1980s. And the second
school is the one invented by the accomplished director himself, where logic takes a complete

backseat and all that matters is providing non-stop entertainment. A remake of the Malayalam hit
GODFATHER, Priyadarshan follows two schools of film-making in HULCHUL. The first is the South
formula that brings to your memory the family entertainers that were churned out with amazing

regularity in the 1980s. I am one of many, perhaps, who went to see this movie during its theatrical
run (on the first day on the midnight premiere), and unfortunately I've never seen it theatrically

since. The last time I saw it was a day prior to its home video release. I was in college at the time,
and it was before I started downloading movies from the Internet; so I've been watching this movie a

few times on my computer, and it's still awesome. Despite the flaws in the movie, the music is
fantastic. I remember listening to the soundtrack for over 20 years, and I still like it as much as I did

back then. 5ec8ef588b
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